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The ring-theoretical concept of semiprime ideal is appropriately defined for lattices. We prove 
that an ideal I of a lattice L is semiprime iff Z is the kernel of some homomorphism of L onto 
a distributive lattice with zero. As a corollary we generalize the Prime Separation Theorem to ar- 
bitrary lattices. The theory of semiprime ideals is developed here without assuming the axiom of 
choice. The radical of an ideal is defined as its semiprime closure and we show that the Ultrafilter 
Principle is equivalent to the statement that every semiprime ideal is representable as an intersec- 
tion of prime ideals. 
1. Introduction 
We introduce in this paper the concept of semiprime ideals and filters in arbitrary 
lattices and develop the corresponding theory in ZF without the axiom of choice 
(AC). By replacing ‘prime’ by ‘semiprime’, we obtain choice-free analogues of 
results derivable only in ZF + Ultrafilter Principle. The theory of semiprime ideals 
in lattices is thus the counterpart of the theory of radical ideals in commutative rings 
with unity. As there are interesting set theories which conflict with AC, see for in- 
stance [4, 7, 231, working in an ‘absolute set theory’ like ZF increases the strength 
and applicability of the results. Finally, there are contexts such as in toposes or in- 
tuitionistic set theory where AC is not available (cf. [5, 81). Recently, moreover, 
there has been an increasing interest in pointless topology [13, 15, 161, and the 
theory of semiprime ideals and filters presented in this paper serves to further these 
developments. 
Definition 1.1. An ideal I of a lattice L is called semiprime if for every x, y, ZE L, 
whenever XA y E Z and XAZ E I, then XA (yvz) E I. Dually, a filter F is semiprime if 
xvyeF and XVZEF imply that xV(yr\z)~F. 
In a distributive lattice, every ideal and every filter is semiprime. In general, if 
P is a prime ideal containing xr\y and XAZ, then either XE P, or both y and z are 
in P so that y V z E P, hence in either case XV ( y v z) E P. Therefore every prime ideal 
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of an arbitrary lattice is semiprime and similarly for prime filters. Consequently, 
any nonempty intersection of prime ideals or filters is semiprime. Conversely, 
assuming the Ultrafilter Principle, we shall show below in Theorem 4.2 that every 
semiprime ideal is representable as an intersection of prime ideals and a dual result 
holds for filters. 
For principal ideals, the notion of semiprime ideal coincides with the notion of 
a-distributivity due to Varlet [22, Definition 3.11. Indeed, Varlet’s work inspired 
Definition 1.1 above. Of particular importance is Varlet’s concept of a O-distributive 
lattice, i.e., a lattice with least element 0 in which x/\y=O and xr\z=O imply that 
XA (~vz,) = 0. We rebaptize such lattices as set forth in the following definition: 
Definition 1.2. A lattice with 0 is said to be semiprime if the zero ideal (01 is 
semiprime. A lattice with 1 is called dual semiprime if the unit filter [l) is semiprime. 
Finally, a bounded lattice is bi-semiprime if it is both semiprime and dual 
semiprime. 
We can now state the Main Theorem. 
Theorem 1.3. Let L be a lattice and I an ideal of L. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) I is semiprime. 
(2) I is the kernel of some homomorphism of L onto a distributive lattice with 
zero. 
(3) I is the kernel of a homomorphism of L onto a semiprime lattice. 
Corollary 1.4. The following statements are equivalent in Zermelo-Fraenkel set 
theory (without Choice): 
(a) The Ultrafilter Principle. 
(b) If a lattice L contains an ideal I and a filter F which are disjoint and such that 
either I or F is semiprime, then there exists a partition of L by a prime ideal P and 
aprimefilterQ=L-Psuch thatIGPandFGQ. 
As we shall see, non-distributive lattices with semiprime ideals and filters abound, 
hence the above generalization of the Birkhoff-Stone prime separation theorem is 
worth considering. 
2. Examples of semiprime ideals and filters 
A modular lattice need not have proper semiprime ideals or filters, as is the case 
with M, (cf. Fig. 1). On the other hand, in the non-modular lattice N,, the prin- 
cipal ideal (a] is prime, hence semiprime. Similarly, the principal filter [c) is prime, 
whereas (b] is not semiprime, but the zero ideal (01 and the unity filter [l) are both 
semiprime though not prime (notation: (a] = {x: XI a} and [a) = {x: x2 a}). 
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The term semiprime ideal was coined by Krull in his famous 1929 paper [17, p. 
7351. Accordingly, if R is a commutative unitary ring, then an ideal Z of R is called 
semiprime whenever a” EZ (n a positive integer) entails that a EZ. Using the well- 
ordering theorem, Krull proves (Satz 4) that every semiprime ideal is the intersection 
of all the prime ideals which contain it (cf. [ 18, Corollary 4.21 for a proof using only 
the Ultrafilter Principle). 
A connection between semiprime ideals in lattices and in rings is furnished by the 
following observation: 
Proposition 2.1. Let R be a commutative ring with unity and Z an ideal of R. Zf Z 
is semiprime, then the principal ideal (I] is a semiprime ideal in the lattice of ideals 
ofR. 
Proof. We first note that a semiprime ideal Z of a commutative ring can be 
characterized by the property that x2 E Z implies that x E I. 
Suppose now that U, V, and W are ideals of R such that Un T/C I, U fl WC Z, 
and let XE Ufl (V+ W). Since XE V+ W, there are elements u E V and w E W such 
thatx=o+w. ButxeUsoxoEUnVandxwEUnW; thereforex2=x(o+w)= 
xu + xw E (U n V) + (Ufl W) c I. Hence x2 E I. But Z is semiprime, therefore x E Z 
and consequently Ufl (V+ W) c I. 0 
Semiprime ideals occur naturally in pseudo-complemented lattices. First, let us 
recall some terminology. If L is a lattice with zero, the annihilator of an element 
afz L, written al, . is the set of all x E L such that XA a = 0. In general, if E is a non- 
empty subset of L, the annihilator of E is El = {xe L: xAe= 0 for every eEE}. A 
pseudo-complemented lattice L is defined by the conditions that it has a zero ele- 
ment and to every a EL there corresponds a unique element a*E L, called the 
pseudo-complement of a, with the property that for every x E L, XA a = 0 iff x5 a*. 
Observe that Ns (Fig. 1) is a non-distributive pseudo-complemented lattice. We 
record here the following known result (recall Definition 1.2). 
Proposition 2.2. Every pseudo-complemented lattice is a semiprime lattice and if L 
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is semiprime, then its ideal lattice Id(L) is pseudo-complemented. 
Proof. If a Ax= 0 and any = 0, it follows from the definition of pseudo-complement 
that x<a* and y<a*, hence xvysa*, so that a~(xvy) =O. Thus, the zero ideal 
is semiprime. If L is semiprime, then the annihilator I* (see below) of an ideal I 
is an ideal of L, which clearly is the pseudo-complement of Z in Id(L) (cf. [20, 
Theorem I]). 0 
Notice that an infinite chain with 0 but without a top element is a semiprime lat- 
tice which is not pseudo-complemented. 
Looking at the proof of Proposition 2.2 we conclude that a lattice is semiprime 
iff the annihilator of each element is an ideal, whereas in a pseudo-complemented 
lattice the annihilator of each element is even a principal ideal, the one generated 
by its pseudo-complement. If E is a nonempty subset of a pseudo-complemented lat- 
tice L, it follows from the preceding observations that E is an ideal of L. An ideal 
I of L is said to be normal if 1=1”. 
Proposition 2.3. In a pseudo-complemented lattice, the annihilator of every 
nonempty subset is a semiprime ideal. In particular, every normal ideal is 
semiprime. (Indeed, the lattice of normal ideals is Boolean.) 
Proof. Let E be a nonempty subset of a pseudo-complemented lattice L. It remains 
to show that E’ is semiprime. Suppose that x/\y E El and XAZ E El. Then for 
every eeE, xAyAe=xAzAe=o. Henceycc(xAe)* and zI(XAe)*, so that yVzc 
(xA e) *. From the elementary properties of pseudo-complements it follows therefore 
that (XAe)**I(yVz)*. But xAe%(xAe) **, hence xAes(yVz)* so that (xAe)A 
(yVz)=O. Thus, (XA(yVz))Ae=O for every egE, hence xr\(yVz)~E’. 0 
3. Proof of the Main Theorem and its Corollary 
Let L be a lattice and 0 a congruence relation on L. We denote by L/B the quotient 
lattice of L modulo 13 and consider the elements of L/t9 as subsets of L. If L/B has 
a zero element 6, then 6 is called the kernel of 0 (cf. [lo, p. 221). Clearly, 6 is then 
an ideal of L. Notice that we do not require L itself to have a zero element. If I is 
an ideal of L, we shall say that I is the kernel of a homomorphism if there exists 
a congruence 8 on L such that lis the kernel of 8. Thus, an ideal 1is a kernel provid- 
ed Z is a complete congruence class for some congruence 0 on L; for then I is the 
zero element of L/b’ since for every x E L and any i E I, XL XA i E I, hence x/0 2 Z in 
L/B. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. (1) = (2). Suppose that Z is semiprime and let 6’ be the binary 
relation defined on L by the condition 
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a& if and only if I: a=Z: ZJ 
where I: a= {xe L: ~AXE Z}. Clearly, 0 is an equivalence relation on L. Suppose 
that Z:a=Z:b and let c be any element of L. Then x~Z:a/\c iff x/\ceZ:a iff 
XAC~Z: b iff XEZ: bAc. Consequently, aBb implies that aAc0bAc for every 
CAL. Next, observe that since Z is semiprime, I: avc=(Z: a)n (I: c). If a0b, then 
Z:avc=(Z:a)fl(Z:c)=(Z:b)fl(Z:c)=Z:bvc, hence avcBbvc for all CEL. All 
told, 0 is a congruence on L. In order to prove that L/B is distributive, consider any 
elements x/B, y/B and z/B in L/B. Let .@xA(yVz). Hence Z:s=Z:xA(yvz). If 
tez:s, then ~A(xA(~VZ))EZ, hence tr\x~Z:yV~=(Z:y)fl(Z:~); therefore, 
tE(Z:XAy)n(Z:XAz)=Z:(XAy)V(XAz). We conclude that Z:SC~:(XAJ)V(XAZ), 
or equivalently, s/8 I ((xAy> V (xA z))/e, hence x/8A (y/8Vz/@ 5 (x/eAy/e) V 
(x/or\ z/d), proving that L/B is distributive. Furthermore, for any i, j E Z, i13j, hence 
Z is contained in some congruence class a/B. But for any i E I, iOa implies that a EL = 
I: i = I: a, hence a E I, so that Z= a/B is a complete congruence class modulo 8, i.e., 
Z is the kernel of 8. 
(2) q (3). In a distributive lattice, every ideal is semiprime, in particular, (01 is 
semiprime (recall Definition 1.2). 
(3) * (1). Let B be a congruence on L for which Z is the zero element of the 
semiprime lattice L/B. Then x Ay E Z and XA z E Z imply that x/8Ay/8 = (xAy)/8 = 
Z= (xAz)/8 =x/BAz/B. By semiprimeness of L/B, it follows that x/8A(y/8Vz/@ = 
Z, i.e., xA(yVz)eZ, proving that Z is semiprime. 0 
Proof of Corollary 1.4. It is known that the Ultrafilter Principle is equivalent to the 
Prime Separation Theorem for distributive lattices; indeed, it is provable in ZF that 
every distributive lattice can be embedded in a Boolean algebra. Then the Ultrafilter 
Principle, in the form of the Boolean Prime Ideal Theorem, yields the desired result. 
See [l, pp. 70-711 for a detailed discussion. 
Let now L be a general lattice containing a semiprime ideal Z disjoint from the 
filter F, and denote by 13 the congruence generated by Z as defined above. It follows 
from Theorem 1.3 that L/6’ is a distributive lattice with 0 and since Frl Z= 0, F/B is 
a proper filter of L/9. It follows now from the Prime Separation Theorem for 
distributive lattices that there exists a prime ideal PO of L/6 not meeting F/B. Clear- 
ly, then, P= h-‘(PO) is a prime ideal of L containing Z and disjoint from F, where 
h is the canonical homomorphism of L onto L/B. A similar argument works if F 
is semiprime. 0 
N.B. Corollary 1.4 can be proven directly without evoking the Prime Separation 
Theorem for distributive lattices. One follows the same method, via Engeler’s 
Lemma, as in our proof of the Krull Prime Separation Theorem. For details, see 
[18, Theorem 4.11. 
The following theorem, announced by Scott [19] without proof, is a special case 
of our generalized Prime Separation Theorem. (See also [9].) 
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Corollary 3.1. The Ultrafilter Principle is equivalent o the following statement. Let 
L be a lattice with top element 1. In order that every proper ideal of L be included 
in some prime ideal, it is necessary and sufficient that, for any elements x, y, z in 
L, theformulasxVy= 1 andxVz= 1 implyxv (yAz)= 1 (i.e., L isdualsemiprime). 
Similarly, if L is a lattice with 0, then every proper filter is included in a prime filter 
iff L is semiprime. 0 
The Prime Separation Theorem, being equivalent to the Ultrafilter Principle, is 
not derivable in ZF. However, if ‘prime’ is replaced by ‘semiprime’, it becomes a 
theorem of ZF, as the next result shows. 
Theorem 3.2. Let L be a lattice containing an ideal I and a filter F such that 
I(7 F= 0. If F is semiprime, then there exists a semiprime ideal J such that I c J and 
Jn F= 0. A dual result holds if I is semiprime. 
Proof. Apply the Main Theorem as in the proof of its Corollary, but without evok- 
ing the Prime Separation Theorem for distributive lattices. 0 
The following corollary is a special case of the preceding theorem (recall Defini- 
tion 1.2). 
Corollary 3.3. Every proper filter of a semiprime lattice is contained in a proper 
semiprime filter and every proper ideal of a dual semiprime lattice is contained in 
a proper semiprime ideal. 
A prime ideal P is characterized by the property that if a~ b E P, then either a E P 
or b E P. The next theorem shows that semiprime ideals enjoy a certain ‘half prime’ 
property. 
Theorem 3.4. Let S be a semiprime ideal of a lattice L and suppose that for some 
a, b EL, a A b E S. Then there exist semiprime ideals A and B (possibly improper) 
such that aEA, beB and S=AflB. 
Proof. If say a E S, let A = S and B = L. Assume henceforth that neither a nor b is 
in S. Let, as in the proof of Theorem 1.3, OS be defined by the condition that ~0,s y
iff S: x= S: y. Since S is semiprime, it follows from Theorem 1.3 that L/es is a 
distributive lattice. Let h : L-L/es be the canonical homomorphism with kernel 
0,. Put L’ = L/B,. Thus, L’ is a distributive lattice with 0’, hence a’A 6’ = 0’, where 
a’=h(a). By hypothesis, a$S, b@S, hence a’#O’#b’. Let 
A’=(a’Vb’]n(O:b’) and B’=(a’vb’]n(O’:a’). 
Since a’Ab’=O’, it follows that a’EA’and b’EB’. Clearly, A’nB’=(O’]. Putting 
A = h-' A' and B= h-‘B’ yields the desired semiprime ideals A and B. 0 
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4. The prime radical of an ideal and the lattice of semiprime ideals 
We noticed already that any nonempty intersection of a family of semiprime 
ideals in a lattice is a semiprime ideal. Hence the mapping which associates with 
every ideal Z of a lattice L the intersection 7 of all semiprime ideals of L which con- 
tain Zis a closure operator on L. We call fthe prime radical of Z and write 7= rad(Z). 
It turns out (see Theorem 4.2 below) that under the assumption of the Ultrafilter 
Principle, rad(Z) is the intersection of all prime ideals containing I, as is the case 
in ring theory. 
We shall first characterize the prime radical by an inductive construction. Though 
we discuss only ideals, all results have their duals for filters. 
Let L be a lattice and consider any ideal Z of L. In order to obtain the semiprime 
closure of Z we proceed as follows. Let Z, denote the set of all elements of L of the 
form XA (yvz) for which both x~y and XAZ are in Z and define r(Z) to be the ideal 
generated by ZUZ,. Clearly, Z=r(Z) if and only if Z is semiprime. Next, define by 
induction the following sequence of ideals of L: 
z”‘Zz , a-., I(” + i) = r(Z(“)) (n a positive integer). 
Proposition 4.1. Let Z be an ideal of a lattice L and let J= Unkl Z(“). Then J is a 
semiprime ideal of L and J=rad(Z). 
Proof. Since for every positive integer n, I@) c Z@+l), it follows that J is an ideal, 
possibly improper. Suppose that x/\y and XAZE J. Then for some k, xr\y and XAZ 
are both in Zck), hence x A (y Vz) E r(Zck)) = Zck+ ‘) c J. The rest is obvious. 0 
Under the assumption of the Ultrafilter Principle (UP), one can show that every 
radical ideal of a commutative unitary ring is representable as an intersection of 
prime ideals (cf. [18, Corollary 4.21). In a similar vein we establish now the cor- 
responding result for semiprime ideals in lattices. 
Theorem 4.2. Every semiprime ideal of a lattice is representable as an intersection 
of prime ideals, and dually for filters, iff UP holds. 
Proof. In a distributive lattice every ideal and filter is semiprime. Since in a 
Boolean algebra every prime ideal is maximal and every prime filter is an ultra- 
filter, it follows that every filter on a set E, as a filter of the Boolean algebra 
(9(E), U , fl , ’ >, is contained in an ultrafilter. 
Conversely, assume UP. Let S be a proper semiprime ideal of a lattice L and let 
c E L -S. It follows from Theorem 1.3 that there exists a prime ideal P such that 
S c P and P fl [c) = 0. Then S = n {P : P prime ideal containing S > , for the intersec- 
tion could not contain an element c not in S. Similarly for filters. 0 
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Corollary 4.3. For every ideal I of a lattice L, 
rad(Z) = n { P : I c P, P prime ideal} 
iff UP holds. 
In particular, UP is equivalent o the following statements: 
( 1) A lattice is semiprime iff the intersection of all prime ideals is the zero ideal (01. 
(2) A lattice is dual semiprime iff the intersection of all prime filters is the unit 
filter [l). 0 
We turn now to a different construction of the semiprime closure of an ideal, 
following a suggestion of Johnstone. If L is a lattice, denote by ed the smallest con- 
gruence on L such that for any x, y, z E L, 
Clearly, the quotient lattice L/f?, is distributive, to be denoted by Ld. We also write 
d : L -+ L, for the canonical epimorphism of L onto L, and call Ld the distributive 
reflection of L. Furthermore, if h : L + L’ is a lattice homomorphism, we denote by 
Bh the congruence defined by 
xBhy iff h(x)=h(y). 
As before, if S is a semiprime ideal of L, 8s is the congruence for which 
xOsy iff S:x=S:y. 
The following proposition characterizes the distributive reflection Ld of L by a 
universal property: 
Proposition 4.4. Let h be a homomorphism of a lattice L onto a distributive lattice 
D. Then there exists a unique homomorphism k of L, onto D such that the fol- 
lowing diagram commutes: 
h 
L-D 
Proof. Since dd is the smallest congruence on L such that L/6$, iS distributive, it 
follows that & c Oh. The rest is standard. 0 
Let L be a lattice and consider the poset &X?, ordered by inclusion, of all semiprime 
ideals of L, including the improper ideal L. gis a complete lattice in which the meet 
operation coincides with set-theoretical intersection, and the join, supkEX Sk of a 
family (Sk)kEz of elements of 2? is the intersection of all semiprime ideals of L 
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containing IJ kEx Sk. Putting C kEX Sk for the ideal generated by the family (S,), 
we have that sup S, = rad( C S,). 
Corollary 4.5. If S is any semiprime ideal of L, then 0,~ 0s and there is a one-to- 
one correspondence between the serniprime ideals of L and the ideals of L,. In par- 
ticular, for any ideal I of L, the smallest semiprime ideal of L containing I is 
d-‘d[Z]. Hence, 
rad(I)=d-‘d[l]. 
Proof. According to the Main Theorem, L/es is a distributive lattice, hence 
Bdc 0s. Since every ideal of a distributive lattice is semiprime and the inverse h-’ 
of any lattice morphism h preserves semiprimeness, it follows that for every ideal 
Z of L,, d-‘I is a semiprime ideal of L. Clearly, SC d-‘d[S]. 
In the other direction, let XE d-’ d[S]. It follows that for some s E S, d(x) = d(s), 
hence ~0~s. But Bdc es, hence xess, so that by definition of es, S: x= S: s= L; 
from S :x= L it follows that XAX E S, proving that S = d-’ d[S]. Thus, the asserted 
bijection is established and the final conclusion follows. 0 
Corollary 4.6. Let L be a lattice. Then the lattice of semiprime ideals of L is isomor- 
phic to the lattice of ideals of its distributive reflection L,. 
Proof. One verifies that the bijection of Corollary 4.5 is indeed an isomor- 
phism. 0 
Corollary 4.1. Let L be a bounded lattice and denote by g the lattice of semiprime 
ideals of L. Then the following properties hold: 
(a) For any R ~9 and family ($JkGJy of elements of 9, 
(b) L? is an algebraic lattice. 
(c) The top element L of 9 is compact. 
(d) Any finite meet of compact elements of 8 is compact. 
Remark. A lattice satisfying conditions (a)-(d) is commonly called a coherent locale. 
It is interesting to note that the lattice of semiprime ideals of a bounded lattice has 
the same structure as the lattice of semiprime (=radical) ideals of a commutative 
ring with unity. Banaschewski [2, p. 1951 proved that the latter lattice is a coherent 
locale. Moreover, the lattice of ideals of a distributive lattice is a coherent locale and 
every coherent locale is isomorphic to the lattice of ideals of a distributive lattice 
(see [15, Proposition 3.2, p. 641) Thus, Corollary 4.7 follows from Corollary 4.6. 
We close this section with a quick glance at the relation between the semiprime 
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ideals of a lattice and those of its lattice of ideals. To fix notation, let L be a lattice 
and denote by Id(L) the lattice of ideals of L. If Zis an ideal of L, define its extension 
Ze to be 
Ze=(.Z~Id(L): .Zc_Z}. 
If 9 is an ideal of Id(L), let its contraction 9’ be 
SC= u {I: ZES}. 
Theorem 4.8. Zf 8 is a semiprime ideal of Id(L), then its contraction 8’ is a 
semiprime ideal of L, and conversely, the extension Se of every semiprime ideal S 
of L is a semiprime ideal of Id(L). 
Proof. (1) Let B be semiprime in Id(L). Clearly, 8’ is an ideal of L. Suppose that 
xAy, XAZE~‘. Then XA~EZ, and XAZEZ~ for some I,, Z*E~‘. Hence (XAY] GZ, 
and (XAZ] c Z2, consequently (xl fl (y] = (XA y] E 9 and (x] rl (z] = (XAZ] E 8. Since 
Yis semiprime, xA(yVz) E(X] fl ((y] +(z])E 9, hence xA(yvz)~Y’, proving that 
8’ is a semiprime ideal of L. 
(2) Suppose that S is a semiprime ideal of L and consider its extension 
Se= (ZE Id(L): ZC S}. Again, one easily sees that Se is an ideal of Id(L). Assume 
that ZflJESe and ZnKESe. Then ZnJ, ZflKGS. Let iEZn(J+K). Then for 
somejE.Z, keK, isjvk. Since FEZ, iAjEZfl.Zhence iAjES. Similarly, iAkES. 
Since S is semiprime, iA(jVk)ES. But i=iA(jVk), hence Zn(J+K)CS, i.e., 
Zn (J+ K) E Se, proving that Se is a semiprime ideal of Id(L). 0 
5. Distributivity criteria in terms of semiprimes 
A well known characterization of distributive lattices, in terms of prime ideals, 
has been recorded by Iseki [14]: A lattice with 0 is distributive iff every pair of 
distinct elements is separable by a prime ideal (cf. also [21]). Without going beyond 
Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory, we proceed to characterize distributive lattices in 
terms of semiprime ideals and filters. We begin with a lemma whose proof follows 
immediately from the Main Theorem. 
Lemma 5.1. Let L be a lattice containing an ideal Z disjoint from a filter F and sup- 
pose that either Z or F is semiprime. Then given any c EL there exists an ideal I’ and 
a filter F’ of L such that: 
(1) ZcZ’ and FC F’; 
(2) Z'flF'=0; 
(3) CEZ’UF’; 
(4) either I’ or F’ is semiprime. 
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Theorem 5.2. A lattice L is distributive if and only if for every ideal I and filter F 
of L for which In F = 0 there exists an ideal J and a filter G of L such that I c J, 
FC G, Jn G = 0, and either J or G is semiprime. 
Proof. Since in a distributive lattice all ideals and filters are semiprime, the condi- 
tion is necessary. As to its sufficiency, consider any x, y, z EL. Let I be the principal 
ideal generated by (x~y)V(x~z) and let F be the principal filter generated by 
XA (y Vz). We shall derive a contradiction from the assumption that XA (yvz) f 
(x/\y)v (XAZ), which in turn is equivalent to the statement that 1fl F= 0. Let J and 
G satisfy the conditions as stated in the theorem. If J semiprime, then since XA y E J 
and XAZEJ, it would follow that xA(yvz)~J, whereas x/\(yVz)~G and 
Jn G = 0. Assume that G is semiprime. Since XA(YVZ) E G and G is a filter, it 
follows that XE G and ~VZE G. However, neither y nor z is in G, else xAy or XAZ 
would be in G, whereas xAy and XAZ are in J. Furthermore, y and z could not both 
be in J, else yv z would be in J, but y Vz E G. So suppose that y $ J. Since G is 
semiprime, by Lemma 5.1 there exists an ideal J’ and a filter G’ such that JC J’, 
G c G’, y E J’ U G’, J’ fl G’ = 0, and either J’ or G’ is semiprime. We notice again 
that y could not be in G’, else xAy E G’ whereas xAy~ JC J’. Hence YE J’. A se- 
cond application of Lemma 5.1 yields an ideal J” and a filter G z extending J’ and 
G’ respectively such that J” fl G H = 0, z E J” U G “, and either J” or G” is semiprime. 
However, z E G” is impossible, else XAZ E G”, hence z E J”. Since YE J’ c J”, it 
follows that YVZEJ”, hence xA(yVz)eJn whereas xA(yVz)eG”. We arrived at 
a contradiction on the assumption that XA ( y V z) 5 (xA y) V (xA z), thereby 
establishing that L is distributive, since in any lattice, (xA y) V (xl\ z) IXA (y v z). 
u 
From the Main Theorem one can also deduce, without evoking prime ideals, the 
following distributivity criterion of Hashimoto ([12, Theorem 2.21). 
Proposition 5.3. A lattice L is distributive if and only if every ideal of L is the kernel 
of some homomorphism if and only if every principal ideal of L is the kernel of 
some homomorphism. 
Proof. If L is distributive, every ideal of L is semiprime. Hence from Theorem 1.3 
if follows that every principal ideal is the kernel of some homomorphism. The latter 
statement suffices to prove that L can contain neither M, nor N, (Fig. l), as was 
done by Gratzer and Schmidt ([ll, Theorem II), and thus L is distributive. 0 
We shall now apply Theorem 3.2 to prove a ZF-version and generalizations of 
another distributivity criterion of Hashimoto [12] which concerns relatively com- 
plemented lattices. [12, Theorem 3.61 states that in a relatively complemented lattice 
L, the ideals which are intersections of prime ideals form a dual ideal in the lattice 
of all ideals of L. As a corollary Hashimoto concludes that if a relatively com- 
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plemented lattice L has an element a such that (a] and [a) are factorizable into prime 
divisors, then L is distributive. Hashimoto’s Theorem 3.6 and its Corollary were 
reproven by Gratzer and Schmidt ([l 1, Theorem III]) by tacitly assuming only the 
Ultrafilter Principle. One can even avoid an appeal to the Ultrafilter Principle by 
the following reformulation of Hashimoto’s theorem: 
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that L is a relatively complemented lattice. Let 26 be the set 
of all semiprime ideals of L and let & be the set of all semiprime filters of L. Then 
~3 is a filter in the lattice of ideals of L and & is a filter in the lattice of filters of L. 
Corollary 5.5. If a relatively complemented lattice L contains an element c such that 
both the principal ideal (c] and the principal filter [c) are semiprime, then L is 
distributive. 
Proofs. $21 and G are nonempty, as each contains L. Furthermore, each is closed 
under finite intersections. It remains to show that if S E g and J is an ideal of L such 
that S c J, then JE 97. A dual argument for & will be briefly indicated afterwards. 
Letx,y,zELandsupposethatxAyEJandxAzEJ.ForanysES,xAyAzAsES, 
so assume to begin with that s is chosen so that 
s~(~r\y)v(~r\~)~xA(yv~). (1) 
Since L is relatively complemented, there exists an element t EL such that 
tA((xAy)V(xAz))=s, (2) 
tV((xAy)V(xAz))=xA(yVz). (3) 
Equation (2) implies that t Ax A y 5 s and t Ax AZ I s. Since S is semiprime, it follows 
that tAxA(yVz)ES. But tlxA(yVz) in view of equation (3), hence tESc J. We 
started with the hypothesis that (xAy)v(xAz) E J, and since t is also in J, (3) yields 
that xA (y Vz) E J, proving that J is semiprime. All told, &@I is a filter in the lattice 
of ideals of L. As to &, let F be a semiprime filter of L, consider a filter G a F, and 
suppose that XV y, xVz E G. Corresponding to equations (l)-(3) one obtains that for 
some fEF and teL, 
xV(yAz)S(xVy)A(xVz)rf, (4) 
tv((XVY)A(XVz))=f, (5) 
tA((xvy)A(xVz))=xV(yAz). (6) 
By an obvious modification of the previous argument one concludes that G is 
semiprime, hence 8 is a filter in the lattice of filters of L. 
For the proof of Corollary 5.5, consider any x, y, z E L. In order to show that 
L is distributive, it suffices to prove that the principal ideal K= ((xAy)v(xAz)] is 
semiprime, for then XA (y VZ) E K. Hence consider any u EL and let us prove that 
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(u] is semiprime. If CC U, then (c] C_ (u], and, as by assumption (c] is semiprime, it 
follows by Theorem 5.4 that (u] is semiprime. We are left with the case that c%u. 
Again, by Theorem 5.4, it suffices to prove that (CA U] is semiprime, or equivalently, 
that (cAu] =rad(cAu]. Clearly, (CAU] crad(cAu]. Let tErad(cAu]. Then any 
semiprime ideal which contains CAU also contains t. Let us show that 
cA(tV(cAu))=cAu. (7) 
Clearly, cAuIcA(tV(cAu)). Put I=(cAu] and F=[cA(tV(cAu))). Now cAu2 
cA(tV(cAu)) iff Ztl F=0. Hence equation (7) will be established if we show that 
assuming Ztl F=0 leads to a contradiction. Recall that we are left with the case that 
cf U, hence c@Z, and notice that [c) c F. By hypothesis, [c) is semiprime, hence by 
Theorem 5.4, F is semiprime. It follows now from Theorem 3.2 that there exists a 
semiprime ideal J such that ZG .Z and .Zfl F= 0. Since CA u E J, t is also in J since 
t E rad(cA u]. Hence tA (CA u) E Jn F, which is the desired contradiction, and (7) is 
established. 
Next we note that since (c] is semiprime and CA u E (cl, it follows again that t, qua 
element of rad(cA u], is in (cl. Since now tv (CA u) I c, it follows from (7) that 
t I CAU, hence rad(cAu] = (CA u], proving that (CA U] is semiprime, hence its 
overideal (u] is semiprime, whereby the proof of the corollary is completed. 0 
Recall that a lattice L is said to be infinitely distributive if for any family (ai) of 
elements of L and any b E L, whenever sup Ui exists, then sup(bAaj) exists and 
bAsupaj=sup(bAai); and if infaj exists, then inf(bVa;) exists and bVinfa,= 
inf(b V a;). 
Corollary 5.6. Let L be a relatively complemented lattice with 0. Zf L is semiprime, 
then L is infinitely distributive and thus can be imbedded completely isomorphically 
in a complete Boolean algebra. 
Proof. By hypothesis, (01 is semiprime and trivially, [0) is always semiprime. Hence 
by Corollary 5.5, L is distributive. The remaining assertions follow from Theorem 
2 and Corollary 2 of Funayama [6], whose proofs, as noted by him, require only 
the axioms of ZF set theory. 0 
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